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						The Status of the Legal Situation in New York




						

	Article by: deBanked Staff



						
						



	A lot has transpired on the legal front in New York State over the last month. If you’re a broker, funder, or lender that does business in New York, you cannot afford to miss this session at Broker Fair on May 20 in NYC. Come and learn about the current status and future outlook of the industry from this panel of knowledgeable attorneys. Your success is dependent on being informed. Take advantage of this opportunity!
[image: broker fair legal panel]

Register for Broker Fair here




Additional industry attorneys will also be on site!
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						Peter Ribeiro to Speak at Broker Fair 2024




						

	Article by: deBanked Staff



						
						



Brokers, get ready to learn from one of the industry masters. Peter Ribeiro, well known for his ability to build and scale a very successful broker shop, will be speaking at Broker Fair 2024 on May 20 in NYC. If you’ve ever wanted to hear how it’s done from him in person, this is your chance to do it! 

Ribeiro also announced just last week that he has become CEO of Capital Gurus. 

[image: Peter Ribeiro]


Register for Broker Fair in NYC Here
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						Don’t Just Say You Can Do SBA Loans, Learn How to Broker Them




						

	Article by: Sean Murray



						
						[image: SBA Loan]“As in anything else, once you master the learning curve, you’re fine,” says Bob Coleman. “The reason why SBA lending is difficult is you may not know the rules.”

And that’s where Coleman comes in, a former lender turned news source and educator of SBA loan brokers, he offers his own online course called the Certified SBA Loan Broker Training, which is open to commercial loan brokers of various backgrounds that want to master SBA. Without training, brokers unaccustomed to the process can get lost and bogged down if they try to figure it out on the fly.

For instance, “If you drop something off at your lender, the lender is going to come back with 15 things and you may not know exactly what they want,” Coleman says, “and therefore the difficulty arises when you don’t know exactly what the lender wants and you ask the borrower and then it becomes a long drawn out affair.”

It’s precisely this scenario that scares brokers accustomed to light paperwork and perks like 2-hour approvals in the short-term working capital space from even attempting to try their hand at SBA. But even the merchants can be scared off by a longer more arduous process. Coleman also acknowledges that there has been a collective awakening throughout the mainstream commercial finance space that speed is on every business owner’s mind. 

But speed can be a matter of experience and just knowing what to do, how to do it, and who to do it with. Besides, in an era of creeping one-stop-loan-shops that can do it all, it will become increasingly difficult for today’s broker to tell a customer that they don’t really know how to do the harder stuff and to always default to a short term loan or MCA when the broker next door is ready to put an SBA loan together if that’s the best course of action. As most brokers are aware, many short-term working capital brokers also offer equipment financing at the very least and vice-versa these days.

[image: money]“A successful broker is one that cultivates a relationship with a few lenders,” Coleman says. “A broker is more entrepreneurial [versus an in-house business development officer], has access to a number of different products, and they work with a core level of lenders or funders.”

And that all comes down to training, which Coleman’s course offers for SBA. 

“The loan broker course is geared for loan brokers who have a basic knowledge of commercial lending,” Coleman says. “We’re not going to go through and tell them how to analyze an income statement or a balance sheet, but we are going to tell them what SBA lenders are looking for.”  

Coleman’s course is designed to take 12 weeks, though with it being online those enrolled can move at their own pace. As a benefit those taking the course get access to Coleman himself and can ask him questions and can join his weekly live show. There’s also the Coleman Roundtable where brokers and lenders dial in together once a week so that lenders can provide updates on what type of deals they’re looking for. 

“It’s always a moving target of what the lenders will do,” Coleman says, “As we go through economic cycles, lenders tweak their credit boxes of what they want, and the brokers have to understand the lenders have a tremendous amount of pressure from a lot of stakeholders on how they want their portfolios to look.”

To that end, any broker that maybe tried their hand on an SBA loan in the past and walked away discouraged shouldn’t give up on it entirely. 

“SBA is constantly changing,” Coleman says. “If you had a bad experience three or four years ago with a particular lender, forget about it and find out what’s new.”



Bob Coleman will be speaking alongside Sean Murray at Broker Fair New York City on May 20 if you’d like the opportunity to learn more from him and pick his brain in person.
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						Federal Regulator Tasked With Small Business Finance Oversight is Now Protesting Itself?




						

	Article by: Sean Murray



						
						If you saw a protest outside the office of the CFPB in Washington DC lately, you’d be forgiven for assuming it was a group of aggrieved consumers. Alas, it’s something much more bizarre, the CFPB protesting itself. That’s because the regulator is currently engaged in a labor union dispute with its own employees over fair pay. Mind you this is the same regulator that is tasked with adjudging fairness in the private sector. CFPB employees are members of Chapter 335 of the National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU) and this union is currently engaged in heavy mobilization and protest efforts against the CFPB.

The campaign slogan is Pay Up, CFPB, which has been printed on banners that are being paraded by CFPB enforcement attorneys outside the CFPB office on 1700 G St NW. The NTEU actually has a formal online signup sheet for CFPB employees to pick their time to picket outside. On April 3rd, the union even took a page out of the New York City playbook when it apparently wheeled in a Scabby the Rat inflatable. 




Apparently this guy was in front of CFPB headquarters yesterday. pic.twitter.com/5mq7R2h1Tf

— Evan Weinberger (@reporterev) April 3, 2024


 

As recent as March 27, the National President of the NTEU scolded CFPB Director Rohit Chopra in a letter that accused him of being uncooperative in negotations. 

“I believed you when you said you valued CFPB employees and that you respected NTEU as CFPB’s exclusive representative. However, your actions have not supported your words. I have reached out to your office multiple times, both by letter and by phone without receiving a proper response. To build a strong relationship, we must prioritize communications to work through issues, especially when we disagree. Instead, you have avoided all communication. I have even offered to meet with you on the weekend to let you know my commitment to this relationship and to stress to you how important having ongoing discussions is to help resolve this dispute. Your lack of response is unacceptable.”

–  NTEU President Doreen P. Greenwald to CFPB Director Rohit Chopra




The irony of this all cannot be overstated. While the CFPB is literally preparing to enforce 888 pages of regulations in small business lending to assess fairness in the marketplace, the union representing the CFPB’s employees has declared that the CFPB’s leadership does not believe in fairness.


Currently on the Union homepage

[image: nteu post]
Meanwhile, the CFPB just settled a separate lawsuit with its own employees over previous claims that it had discriminated on the basis of race.
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						Stop the Debt Settlement People, Funders Come Up With Merchant-Friendly Alternative




						

	Article by: Sean Murray



						
						[image: green ledger]Are debt settlement “advisors” interfering with your contracts and putting your merchants in a bad spot? The industry is now taking the reins on a solution. It’s called GreenLedger, a platform for funders to work together on resolving a merchant’s situation with no debt settlement middlemen encouraging an intentional default, taking fees, and making false promises.

Founded by Elevate Funding CEO Heather Francis, who aims to eventually make it a non-profit, merchants would go to this industry-collaborative platform, indicate who they have open contracts with, and the platform would notify the funders directly.

“From there, the primary points of contact at each funder can get together to come up with a more specific and comprehensive payment plan that works with the merchant’s needs,” said Francis. “GreenLedger’s mission is to work directly with our small business clients to stabilize their revenue-based financing arrangements and avoid breaching their agreements, eliminating the need for potentially predatory middlemen.”

The platform has already been generating interest.

“As an attorney deeply committed to the financial empowerment of small and medium-sized businesses, I am thrilled to endorse Elevate Funding’s creation of GreenLedger,” said industry attorney Patrick Siegfried. “This initiative represents a pivotal step in our ongoing battle against the increasing prevalence of unscrupulous entities in the commercial finance debt settlement industry. Far too often, these bad actors employ deceptive sales tactics and bind clients with unfair contracts, leading not to the promised debt relief but to further financial strain for small businesses. GreenLedger, with its dedication to transparency and integrity, stands as a true avenue for business owners seeking legitimate and effective financial solutions. Its mission to root out malpractices and safeguard the interests of small businesses is not just commendable but essential in today’s challenging economic landscape.”

To learn how you can participate and cut the debt settlement people out of the picture, attend this webinar on April 16th. 
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						How Merchant Cash Advance Companies Can Avoid Problems This Tax Season




						

	Article by: David Roitblat



						
						David Roitblat is the founder and CEO of Better Accounting Solutions, an accounting firm based in New York City, and a leading authority in specialized accounting for merchant cash advance companies. To connect with David or schedule a call about working with Better Accounting Solutions, email david@betteraccountingsolutions.com.

[image: taxes]In the fast-paced and ever changing world of cash advance, tax season can often present a labyrinth of compliance and reporting challenges. These challenges are not just bureaucratic hurdles that must be overcome; they also serve as crucial tests of a company’s financial health and operational integrity. Given the intense scrutiny the cash advance industry faces from regulatory bodies, particularly in light of recent industry shaking events, alongside the unique nature of how its financial transactions can be structured, ensuring tax compliance is not just advisable—it’s essential. Let’s discuss frequent speed bumps cash advance companies encounter during tax season, and some solutions for these problems. 

Misclassification of Income and Advances

One of the most significant stumbling blocks for cash advance businesses lies in the misclassification of the funds they advance to customers. This misstep can lead to serious tax implications, distorting the financial understanding of a company in the eyes of the law. A robust accounting system that accurately differentiates loans, advances, and income is not just a recommendation; it’s a necessity. Each category must be meticulously reported for tax purposes, a task that underscores the importance of seeking guidance from a tax professional well-versed in the nuances and implications of these classifications.

Misreporting Income

A common oversight among cash advance companies is the inaccurate reporting of income. Whether it’s underreporting or misclassifying earnings, the repercussions can be severe, and include the possibility of triggering an audit or incurring a severe financial penalty. The remedy? An accounting software tailored for the funding industry (such as Orgmeter, MCA-Track, OnyxIQ, Centrex, or LendSaas), capable of automating the calculation and reporting all necessary metrics and income. This ensures not only compliance but also a transparent overview of a company’s financial health that benefits you as well.

State-Specific Tax Obligations

Just over 5 years ago, Wayfair was successfully sued by South Dakota for failing to tax online sales even though they had no physical presence in the state, beginning a new era of legal understanding of state tax obligations in the internet and cross-state trade era.The complexity of tax compliance is magnified for cash advance companies operating across state lines, each with its unique tax laws and regulations. This multi-state maze can easily lead to oversight or misunderstanding, risking non-compliance. The solution is twofold: developing a comprehensive compliance checklist for each state and consulting with tax professionals who specialize in navigating these multi-state operations. Together, these strategies form a bulwark against the many possible blind spots of state-specific tax obligations.

Documentation for Audits

Not having the correct documentation and record-keeping on hand can transform a routine tax audit into a nightmare scenario, and cause businesses to be slapped with heavy penalties and fines. To counter this risk, cash advance companies need to maintain meticulous records of all transactions. Experts often recommend businesses conduct regular audits, whether internal or external, to ensure these records are both accurate and will back you up when they are needed.

Planning for Tax Liabilities

Perhaps one of the easiest mistakes to avoid is not adequately planning for surprise tax liabilities. Without planning in advance and setting aside sufficient funds to cover these obligations, companies can find themselves in a precarious cash flow situation when taxes are due. A proactive strategy to counter that involves specifically marking off a portion of income in a dedicated account for unforeseen expenditures (tax liabilities included), calculated with an estimated effective tax rate. This approach, developed with the assistance of a tax professional, can prevent the unwelcome surprise of a hefty tax bill when you’re not ready for it.

At the end of the day, tax compliance, while definitely not fun, should not be viewed (just) as a regulatory pain-in-the-butt, but as a way to ensure a cash advance business’s success and longevity. By embracing proactive tax planning and compliance, companies can not only successfully navigate the complexities of tax season but also reinforce the integrity and sustainability of their business and ensure their success and viability for years to come, free from any stress or government microscope. 
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						Capify Announces New Growth Phase with Global Marketing Director Appointment




						

	Article by: Press Release



						
						
Ash Yazdani joins from Hoist Finance to focus on market growth and customer experience 
Leading online SME lender, Capify, has appointed Ash Yazdani to oversee its marketing and customer experience functions in both the UK and Australia. 

Yazdani joins from Stockholm-based Hoist Finance, where he spent four years as Global Head of Marketing, Product and Customer Experience. 

Having worked previously for two of the largest global media networks WPP and Dentsu Aegis, Yazdani made the move into financial services with Think Money Group, before joining Hoist. 

“To be joining Capify at this stage of its growth journey is a massively exciting opportunity,” said Yazdani. 

“This is a hugely ambitious business, with an innovative vision to improve access to SME finance for under-supplied areas of the UK and Australian economy.  My experience in reaching new segments, developing propositions that meet their needs, and delivering seamless end-to-end customer experience will help us on our mission to do that”. 

Capify was launched in the UK and Australia in 2008, against the backdrop of the global financial crisis, when many small and medium-sized businesses were struggling to access funding from banks. Last year it was named the UK Credit Awards SME Lender of the Year (up to £1m).  Founded initially in the United States in 2002,  it was one of the world’s first online alternative financing companies for SMEs. 

Yazdani’s appointment is the latest in a series of high-profile hires made by the alternative lender. Earlier this year, Mike Morris moved from Funding Circle to lead Capify’s advisor and introducer network in the UK. 

John Rozenbroek, COO/CFO at Capify, said: “We’re absolutely delighted to welcome Ash to our growing team. In these volatile trading times, the funding needs of business changes fast. Having someone with Ash’s experience will enable us to ensure that SMEs know about – and understand – our funding options.”

“As we scale, he will also help ensure our customer touch points are efficiently optimised to continue to deliver an excellent customer experience. His appointment underlines our commitment to our UK and Australian SME market and represents a further milestone in Capify’s continued growth.”

About Capify

Capify is an online lender that provides flexible financing solutions to SMEs seeking working capital to sustain or grow their business. Originally started in the US over twenty years ago, the fintech businesses have been serving the SME market in the UK and Australia for over 15 years. In that time, it has provided finance to thousands of businesses, ensuring the vibrant and vital SME community can meet the challenges of today and the opportunities of tomorrow. 

For more details about Capify, visit: 

http://www.capify.co.uk 

http://www.capify.com.au

Media enquiries

Sam Gallagher, Director
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						Revisiting Splits and Payment Methods in the Funding World




						

	Article by: deBanked Staff



						
						[image: split payments]As most people are aware, ACH debits are only one method used in the small business finance industry to facilitate performance of a deal. Here are some other common ways:

Split Funding 



This method has been in use since at least 1998 and is still used by many funding companies today.

See: CC Splits Still Make Profits, Payments Knowledgeable Funders Benefit

Lockbox



A lockbox gives you the protection and visibility of a split but may require additional setup steps. This method was very common in the 2008 – 2012 era and is still available.

Variable ACH

The variable ACH system, made famous by MCC starting circa 2009, is still in use around the industry. 

See: Homegrown Software Enables FundKite to Reconcile MCAs Daily Rather Than Monthly
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